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Abstract
We propose a decomposition method that extends the traditional Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition to
a continuous group membership setting that can be applied to any distributional measure of interest.
This is achieved by reframing the problem as a decomposition of joint distributions: we decompose the
difference between an empirical and a (hypothetical) independent joint distribution of membership index
and an outcome of interest. Differences are divided into a composition effect and a structure effect. The
method is based on the estimation of a counterfactual joint distribution via reweighting functions that
can be caste into various distributional measures to investigate the drivers of the empirical relationship.
We apply the method to U.S. intergenerational economic mobility and investigate multiple versions of the
intergenerational elasticity of income (IGE): the traditional linear IGE, quantile regression counterparts,
and a nonparametric IGE. Quantile results reveal a U-shaped effect which is primarily compositional in
nature; nonparametric results indicate the composition effect is the main driver of the mean parental-
offspring link at low levels of parental income while the structural effect is the main driver at high levels
of parental income. Both of these effects are masked by the traditional IGE which implies an even 50-50
split between the composition and structure effect.
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1 Introduction
Kindled by the seminal papers of Becker and Tomes (1979, 1986), a large body of economics literature has sought to
understand the persistence of incomes across generations. The literature that seeks to understand the drivers of this
intergenerational link has focused primarily on simple mean effects, such as the intergenerational elasticity of income
(IGE) (Bjo¨rklund et al., 2006; Blanden et al., 2007; Bowles and Gintis, 2002; Cardaket al., 2013; Lefgren et al., 2012;
Liu and Zeng, 2009; Mayer and Lopoo, 2008; Richey and Rosburg, 2016a; Shea, 2000). Two exceptions are Bhat-
tacharya and Mazumder (2011), who estimate conditional directional mobility measures and transition matrices, and
Richey and Rosburg (2016b), who decompose transition matrices and related indices. While both studies are reveal-
ing and provide important additions to the literature, they have limitations that restrict their generalizability.1 This
somewhat narrow focus, due in part to a lack of methods, has limited our understanding of intergenerational mobility.
Thus, we propose a simple estimation method that allows us to investigate the drivers behind the intergenerational
link that can be applied to any measure of the parental-offspring relationship. The method, based on reweighting
functions, extends the traditional aggregate Oaxaca-Binder decomposition to a continuous group membership setting
applied to any distributional measure. The method ‘decomposes’ the joint distribution of parental and offspring
incomes into the portion due to a link between parental income and offspring characteristics (a composition effect)
and the portion due to a link between parental income and the returns to characteristics (a structure effect). The
decomposition is achieved by estimating a counterfactual joint distribution based on the removal of the compositional
component. This counterfactual joint distribution can then be used to analyze any measure of (im)mobility and
identify what portion is compositional or structural in nature.
More generally, the proposed method builds on a large body of literature which seeks to understand differences in
some outcome between groups. A prime example in labor economics is wage differences between men and women. The
method often used to investigate such differences is some variation of the Oaxaca-Blinder (OB) decomposition (Oaxaca
1973, Blinder 1973). While the traditional OB decomposition focuses on understanding simple mean differences, recent
literature has extended the traditional OB decomposition beyond simple mean comparisons to evaluate differences
between two groups across the full distribution and functions thereof (Chernozhukov et al., 2013; DiNardo et al.,
1996; Firpo et al., 2007; Machado and Mata, 2005; Rothe, 2015). In some instances, however, the relevant question
pertains to an outcome that varies along a continuous group membership rather than binary group membership. In
particular, the literature on economic mobility seeks to understand to what degree and why offspring incomes vary
with parental incomes. In this case, the outcome (offspring income) varies along a continuous group membership
(parental income). While there is a large body of decomposition literature on binary groups, there is relatively limited
work on ‘continuous group’ decompositions. Two notable exceptions are Ulrick (2012) and Nopo (2008) who evaluate
1Notably, the non-parametric procedure proposed by Bhattacharya and Mazumder (2011) is limited by the curse of di-
mensionality, and as a result, their application is limited to conditioning on a single covariate at a time. The decomposition
approach by Richey and Rosburg (2016b) relies on arbitrary segmentations of the population (e.g., parental income quartiles).
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mean differences but allow ‘group membership’ to be continuous and compare means between ‘levels’ of this group
assignment; the procedure suggested here, which provides an aggregate decomposition of the full distribution of the
outcome of interest while allowing group membership to vary continuously, is a natural extension of their work. The
proposed method differs from traditional decompositions in that we do not explicitly ask what explains differences
in observed outcomes between groups; rather, we ask what explains differences in the observed joint distribution
and a hypothetical joint distribution in which offspring incomes are independent of parental income. The estimation
process uses a reweighting method that can be seen as an extension to the method of DiNardo et al. (1996) beyond
a binary group setting.
To better understand the driving forces behind (im)mobility in the US, we apply the decomposition method to
intergenerational economic mobility of white males surveyed in the 1979 National Longitudinal Survey of Youth
(NLSY). We base our wage structure on an extended Mincer equation that includes education, experience, and
cognitive and non-cognitive measures. We decompose multiple mobility measures including standard IGEs, quantile
regression counterparts to the IGE, and a nonparametric version of the IGE. To preview our results, we find an IGE
of 0.43 with the composition and structure effect each accounting for about half of this relationship. This simple
mean relationship, however, does not provide a complete picture. Quantile regressions reveal a U-shaped effect across
quantiles (most pronounced in the lower quantiles) suggesting parental income has a strong safety-net effect that is
largely driven by a composition effect. Nonparametric regressions of conditional mean offsprings income on parental
income levels also reveal the composition effect is large at low levels of parental income but the structure effect
dominates at high levels of parental income. Therefore, the simple IGE hides large heterogeneity in effects across
offspring’s conditional quantiles as well as large nonlinearities across parental income levels.
2 Method
2.1 Set-Up and Estimation
Our goal is to understand the relationship between two variables - parental income and offspring income. If yc is
the offspring’s (adult) income and yp is parental income, we are interested in why f(yc, yp) 6= g(yc, yp) ≡ f(yc)f(yp).
That is, why do we not see an independent joint density and what are the mechanisms through which parental income
contribute to offspring income? Specifically, we wish to identify what part of the relationship is due to children from
different households having different characteristics (composition effect) and what part is due to similar children from
different households receiving different returns for those characteristics (structure effect).
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Mobility measures of interest are typically some function of the joint distribution, ν(f(yc, yp)), such as the IGE or a
nonparametric version of the IGE. Therefore, we want to understand ν(f(yc, yp)) − ν(g(yc, yp)), which we define as
the overall mobility gap:
∆νO = ν(f(yc, yp))− ν(g(yc, yp)) = νf − νg. (1)
Let us denote the actual joint density of (yc, yp) as fa|a, which can be expressed as:
fa|a = f(yc, yp) =
∫
f(yc|x : yp)f(yp, x)dx (2)
where f(yc|x : yp) is implicitly defined by a continuous set of wage structures yc = wyp(x, ) with  representing
the set of unobserved characteristics. The x : yp notation in equation (2) indicates that parental income affects the
conditional distribution of offspring incomes through varying returns on x.2
In a similar manner, denote the independent joint density g(yc, yp) as fi|i, which can be expressed as:
fi|i = g(yc, yp) ≡ f(yc)f(yp) =
∫
g(yc|x)g(yp, x)dx (3)
where the joint density g(yp, x) ≡ f(yp)f(x) represents the case where the distribution of offspring characteristics are
independent of parental income. In addition, the conditional CDF g(yc|x) no longer allows for returns to depend on
parental income.
Now consider the following counterfactual joint density denoted as fa|i:
fa|i =
∫
f(yc|x : yp)g(yp, x)dx (4)
This is the counterfactual that would prevail if all children, regardless of parental incomes, had the same distribution of
characteristics but retained their returns to characteristics (i.e., actual returns, independent characteristics). Letting
ν(fa|i) = νa|i, the composition and structural effects can be expressed as:
∆νX = νf − νa|i (5)
∆νS = νa|i − νg, (6)
which represents an aggregate decomposition of the mobility gap:
∆νO = ∆
ν
X + ∆
ν
S . (7)
2This aspect, in the traditional decomposition literature, is made explicit by defining separate conditional distributions
(wage structures) for each group, e.g., fg(y|x) = mg(x, ) for g = {1, 2, 3...}. Given the continuous nature of parental income,
we denote this by including parental incomes in the conditional notation.
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Now note:
fa|i =
∫
f(yc|x : yp)g(yp, x)dx (8)
=
∫
f(yc|x : yp) g(yp, x)
f(yp, x)
f(yp, x)dx (9)
=
∫
f(yc|x : yp)Ψ(yp, x)f(yp, x)dx (10)
where Ψ(yp, x) =
g(yp,x)
f(yp,x)
is the ‘reweighting’ function. Therefore, the counterfactual is simply the actual data
reweighted.3 Assuming the counterfactual distribution of x (i.e., f(x)) is identical to that in the observed population
(a point we return to in the next section), we have:
Ψ(yp, x) =
g(yp, x)
f(yp, x)
=
f(yp)f(x)
f(yp|x)f(x) =
f(yp)
f(yp|x) . (11)
The distribution f(yp) can be estimated via kernel density estimation.
4 The estimation of f(yp|x) is done in two
steps. First, we estimate the conditional CDF (F (yp|x)) via the distributional regression approach suggested by Foresi
and Peracchi (1995); this is based on estimating multiple standard probit models where we vary the cut-off across a
grid along the outcome space. Specifically, we repeatedly estimate Pr(ypi ≤ y˜p|x) = Φ(xβy˜p) for y˜p ∈ Yp where X is
the vector of productivity characteristics (e.g., education, experience, cognitive, and non-cognitive measures) and yp
is log parental income. Second, we use kernel density estimation on a numerical approximation to this distribution
to obtain f(yp|x). Once weights for each observation are estimated, they are simply used in the calculation of any
statistic of choice to obtain the counterfactual value.
The decomposition results will be well identified as long as ignorability holds (Fortin et al., 2011).
Identifying Assumption - Ignorability : Let (yp, x, ) have a joint distribution. For all x in X :  is independent
of yp given X = x.
The ignorability assumption assures that, conditional on observables, the distribution of unobservables are not de-
pendent on parental income.5 For example, if wealthier families had more ‘motivated’ or ‘unmotivated’ children
(unobserved), the decomposition will still be identified as along as the distribution of motivation is identical across
3In a previous version of this paper, under a different title, we proposed an alternative, more ‘brute force’ approach to the
counterfactual (Richey and Rosburg, 2016c). That approach paralleled Machado and Mata (2005) and took an ‘estimate-and-
simulate’ approach that was very computationally intensive and required estimation of complex interactive conditional CDFs
(i.e., F (yc|x : yp)). As a result, that process was more susceptible to misspecification. The approach provided here builds off
the foundation of that paper, but provides an improved estimation procedure that avoids estimation of complex interactive
conditional CDFs.
4Specifically, we use the KernSmooth package in R which has been shown by Deng and Wickham (2011) to be both fast and
accurate.
5Ignorability is a less restrictive assumption than independence, which would require the unobservables to be independent
of the covariates. Only ignorability is needed for identification of the structure-composition decomposition.
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parental income when conditioned on observables.
In the above, we made implicit assumptions regarding the structure of f(x) and the counterfactual to consider. We
briefly discuss these choices in the following subsection.
2.2 Choice of Counterfactual
To estimate our counterfactual, we must choose an appropriate g(yp, x), or more specifically, f(x). In the traditional
decomposition literature, this is usually the distribution of characteristics for one of the groups, however that is not
an option in this setting. An appealing choice for f(x), and the one implicitly assumed above, is to assume the
observed unconditional distribution of characteristics would still prevail if the connection between yp and x were
removed. This distribution of characteristics aligns with Nopo’s (2008) definition of the composition effect - the part
due to differences in characteristics between individuals and the ‘average’ individual.6
In all decomposition settings we must choose which counterfactual to consider, or the order to approach the decom-
position. Above we considered the counterfactual outcome if the ‘compositional’ portion were removed from the joint
distribution. Alternatively, we could consider the counterfactual if the ‘structural’ portion were removed. In general,
they will lead to different results because characteristics are ‘priced’ differently in the two counterfactuals and returns
to characteristics are ‘sized’ differently. For example, consider the counterfactual considered above (fa|i). We first
remove differences in characteristics between children from different parental income levels; this identifies and closes
the composition effect. The remaining gap - the structure effect - represents the portion explained by children from
different homes receiving different returns for characteristics after removing any differences in characteristics. As a
result, differences in characteristics are priced at the actual (divergent) returns, while differences in returns to them
are sized at the equalized distribution of characteristics. Which counterfactual is more appropriate will depend on the
research question of interest. If one is interested in how a policy aimed at equalizing education and test scores across
all households might shrink the mobility gap, then the counterfactual we consider would likely be more appropriate.
Not all questions or contexts will yield a clear counterfactual choice.7
6If one wished to consider a different f(x) for the counterfactual there would be an additional term in the constructed weights
-
f ′(x)
f(x)
- to control for the fact that they are no longer equal and do not cancel in equation (11).
7If one did wish to consider (fi|a), you would first need to obtain the ‘independent data’ to reweight. This could be done
by randomizing parental income data over the rest of the variables and then continuing as above.
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3 Measuring Mobility
A key benefit of our decomposition method is that it does not limit how one can investigate the joint distribution - it is
completely flexible. Specific to our application regarding intergenerational mobility, alternative measures of mobility
found in the literature represent different ways to summarize or capture some aspect of the joint parent-offspring
distribution of incomes. Thus, once the weights have been estimated, we can investigate the role of the structure and
composition effects for any mobility measure of interest. Here, we focus on the traditional intergenerational elasticity
of income (IGE), quantile regression counterparts to the IGE, and a nonparametric version of the IGE. This method
could easily be extended to other measures of mobility such as transition matrices or upward mobility measures.
Much of the economic mobility literature estimates intergenerational mobility by modeling expected log earnings of
a child [ln(yc)] as a linear function of log parental earnings [ln(yp)]:
E[ln(yc)] = α+ βln(yp). (12)
The value β is the IGE and (1− β) is a measure of intergenerational economic mobility. This simple relationship is
the workhorse of much of the existing literature on economic mobility. By comparing the observed (actual) IGE with
the counterfactual IGE, we can ascertain what portion of the observed IGE is structural or compositional in nature.
While the standard IGE approach (equation 12) tells us how the conditional mean of offspring income varies with
parental income, it is often informative to look beyond the simple mean. Therefore, a natural extension to the basic
IGE is through quantile regressions. The goal of a quantile regression, first introduced by Koenker and Bassatt
(1978), is to identify the effect of an explanatory variable on different points of the conditional distribution of the
independent variable. For example, previous results for the U.S. have shown larger IGE effects at the lower end of
the income distribution, which may reflect parental income acting as a safety net (Eide and Showalter, 1999). Our
method allows us to investigate not only how the relationship varies across the distribution but also what mechanism
(compositional or structural) drives the relationship across the distribution. Specifically, we model the conditional
quantile of offspring log income as:
Qln(yc)|ln(yp)(τ) = ατ + βτ ln(yp) (13)
where τ is the quantile of interest such as the median, 25th percentile, or 75th percentile. The coefficient vector
βτ will, in general, differ for each quantile. Our decomposition method will identify the portion of each βτ that is
structural or compositional in nature.
Both of the above approaches are based on linear functional forms and are quite common in the literature on
economic mobility. However, a key theme in the original work by Becker and Tomes (1986) is that, in the face of
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credit constraints, nonlinearities may exist in the relationship between generations (see Corak and Heisz (1999) and
Grawe (2004) for work along these lines). Moreover, if nonlinearities exist, simple linear IGE estimates can cloud
mobility comparisons.8 For both of these reasons, nonparametric versions of mobility measures have become more
common in the literature. A nonparametric framework amounts to adding flexibility to Equation 12. Specifically, let:
E[ln(yc)] = h(ln(yp)). (14)
where h(·) is some unknown function we wish to estimate. There are multiple ways to estimate h(·) such as kernel
or local polynomial regressions. Once we have our estimated weights, we can investigate counterfactual versions of
h(·) and ask what part of the empirical h(·) is structural or compositional in nature.
4 Data
The data for our analysis is the 1979 National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY79). The NLSY79 is a panel
survey of youths aged 14-22 in 1979. It includes a cross-sectional representative survey (n = 6,111), an over sample
of minorities and poor whites (n = 5,295), and a sample of military respondents (n = 1,280).9 We use only the
cross-sectional representative survey.
We limit the sample to white males who reported living with a parent for at least two of the first three years of
the survey, and since parents’ (average) income is a key variable of interest, to those with reported parental income
for those years.10 Further, we drop observations where the parental incomes were deemed outliers based on a rule
of thumb of 1.5 times the interquartile range below the first quartile.11 The outcome of interest is the individual’s
economic status based on their average reported wage and salary income from 1994, 1996 and 1998. All incomes are
deflated to 1982-1984 dollars using the CPI.
The sample is further limited to individuals not enrolled in school over the period of interest and with available
Armed Forces Qualifying Test (AFQT) scores. The final sample includes 1,368 individuals with a mean age of 33.6
during our outcome years of interest (1994-1998).12 Table 1 provides summary statistics.
8Bratsberg et al. (2007) illustrate how international comparisons of simple IGE estimates can be misleading in the presence
of nonlinearities.
9The over sample of military and poor whites were discontinued in 1984 and 1990, respectively
10We exclude individuals who lived with a spouse or child during these years, and identify parental income through a
comparison of total household income and respondent’s income. Measurement error in parental income is a common concern
in the mobility literature. Though recent research indicates that some mobility measures are less susceptible to such errors
relative to others (Nybom and Stuhler, 2015).
11We found the estimator to be somewhat sensitive to outliers. Weights can explode in magnitude as a result of outliers
(linked to very small estimated denominators in the weights), causing a few individuals to have disproportionate influence.
The trimming here controls for this. This is related to our relatively small sample size which is sparse in the lower tail and
simulations suggest larger sample sizes will be less susceptible to this concern.
12The literature on intergenerational mobility has identified the possibility of life-cycle biases is estimates depending on age
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[Table 1 about here]
The variables we include in our decomposition are based on an extended Mincer equation. The traditional Mincer
equation includes education, experience, and experience squared (Mincer, 1974). We extend this basic model to
include other variables that have been related to income determination. In particular, we include a measure of
cognitive ability (AFQT ) and three measures of non-cognitive ability (Esteem, Rotter, and Perlin).
The NLSY79 does not provide a direct measure of experience. Therefore, we construct a measure of ‘full time
equivalent’ (FTE) years of experience using the weekly array of hours worked.13 One FTE year of experience is
assumed to equal 52 weeks times 40 hours (hours worked are top coded to 40). A few older individuals in our sample
completed their education prior to the beginning of the survey and therefore were already working during the first
round of interviews in 1979. Without information on previous work experience for these individuals, we construct the
following ‘pre-survey’ estimate of FTE years (FTE<79) based on age, years of schooling, and FTE years of experience
earned in the initial survey year: FTE<79 = (Age79−Years of Schooling79−6) ·FTE79. We then add the pre-survey
FTE years to the (observed) survey FTE years.
Educational attainment is measured as years of schooling. The endogenous nature of education in explaining incomes
is well documented; however, as long as the appropriate conditions hold (ignorability), this is not a concern for the
aggregate decomposition. The measure of ability used in our analysis is Armed Forces Qualifying Test scores (AFQT).
Since different individuals took the test at different ages, the measure used is from an equi-percentile mapping used
across age groups to create age-consistent scores (Altonji et al., 2012).
We use three measures for non-cognitive ability. First, we use information from the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale
(1965). The Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale contains 10 statements on self-approval and disapproval; we use a summary
measure of the individual’s responses to these 10 statements (Esteem). Second, we use a summary measure from the
Rotter-Locus of Control Scale (Rotter) which measures the “extent to which individuals believe they have control
over their lives through self-motivation or self-determination (internal control) as opposed to the extent that the
environment (that is, chance, fate, luck) controls their lives (external control)” (BLS, 2015). Rotter and Esteem
were measured in the first two rounds of the survey (1979 and 1980, respectively). Therefore, the third measure we
include is the Perlin Mastery Scale measured in 1992 when respondents were in their late 20s or early 30s. The Perlin
Mastery Scale measures the extent to which individuals “perceive themselves in control of forces that significantly
impact their lives” (BLS, 2015).
at which children are surveyed (Bo¨hlmark and Lindquist, 2006; Haider and Solon, 2006; Nybom and Stuhler, 2015). However,
this literature seems to indicate such biases are minimized or eliminated when youths reach their mid-30s.
13Our measure of experience is very similar to, but slightly different from, the measure used by Regan and Oaxaca (2009).
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5 Results
First, we consider the standard IGE results reported in column 1 of Table 2 (note: results are multiplied by 100 for
readability). The total mobility gap is 42.85. This implies as parental income increases by 1%, offsprings’ expected
income increases by 0.43%. The composition and structure effect each account for about 50% of the measured mobility
gap, meaning differences in characteristics of offspring across households and differences in returns to characteristics
both contribute evenly to the measured mobility gap. While the structure effect is commonly interpreted as a measure
of discrimination in many traditional decomposition settings, Richey and Rosburg (2016b) argue that a more fitting
interpretation in this context is some form of (loosely-termed) ‘privilege’ such as parental connections, parental
knowledge/awareness of job market and education opportunities or perhaps greater financial flexibility to facilitate
job search. All of these would result in higher returns to similar productive characteristics.
[Table 2 about here]
The quantile IGE results in Table 2 reveal a U-shaped effect with larger effects in the two tails, especially in the
lower tail which is nearly twice the effect at the median. This suggests that as parental income increases, offspring’s
conditional wage distribution exhibits compression at the lower end (decreasing 50-10 gap) and an extending upper
tail (increasing 90-50 gap). This increased effect at the lower end is consistent with the pattern reported by Eide and
Showalter (1999) and suggests that parental income has a strong safety-net effect. Further, decomposition results
suggest that this safety-net effect is primarily compositional in nature; the composition effect increases dramatically
from the median to the 10th quantile (nearly tripling) while the structure effect increases less than 50%. As we move
upwards from the median to the 90th quantile, the composition effect again increases dramatically while the structure
effect is nearly cut in half; therefore, the extending upper tail effect also appears to be compositionally driven. This
means if all characteristics were equalized across households, we would still see some income compression at the lower
end of the distribution for offspring from wealthier households, though not nearly as much as we see empirically.
Further, rather than seeing an extending upper tail, we would see compression there as well.
Figure 1 presents the empirical and counterfactual nonparametric relationships between offspring’s (conditional)
mean income and parental income. The figure illustrates the nonlinearities in the empirical relationship. At low
levels of parental income, the empirical relationship is very steep. This relationship flattens out in the middle income
range before becoming steep again. The counterfactual relationship reveals a very interesting result. Removal of
the composition effect appears to wipe out most of the relationship at low levels of parental income, but has little
impact at higher levels of parental income (i.e., steepness remains). And while a linear approximation to the empirical
relationship may not appear too bad, it is clearly not a very good one for the counterfactual. We can more directly see
the absolute magnitudes of the composition and structure effect by comparing the plotted curves to the unconditional
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mean (the horizontal line at 9.5).14 The space between the empirical relationship and the counterfactual relationship
is the composition effect, while the space between the counterfactual and the unconditional mean represents the
structure effect. These are plotted separately in Figures 2 and 3 with confidence intervals based on 2,000 bootstraps.15
The structure effect is small and insignificant at low levels of parental income and increases greatly for children from
wealthier homes; as a result, the structure effect appears to dominate at the top end of the parental distribution while
the composition effect has limited contribution. Conversely, at low levels of parental income the composition effect
is large and significant and appears to be the driving force to the empirical income gap, though is insignificant at
higher parental income levels. This implies equalizing characteristics across all households would have a large effect
on the intergenerational link at low parental income levels but have minimal effect on the intergenerational link at
high parental income levels.
[Figures 1-3 about here]
6 Conclusion
A wealth of research over the past few decades has improved our understanding and empirical estimation of inter-
generational economic mobility. Much of the recent empirical literature that aims at identifying the potential driving
forces behind this intergenerational link has focused primarily on mean effects. While understanding mean effects is
important, it is also somewhat limiting. A few studies have evaluated driving forces beyond mean effects but are hin-
dered by a lack of generalizability. In this paper, we proposed a simple decomposition method that circumvents these
previous limitations. The method we propose directly decomposes the joint parent-offspring distribution of incomes.
In particular, we decompose the difference between the empirical joint distribution and a hypothetical independent
joint distribution. Our decomposition is based on reweighting functions that remove the link between parental income
and offspring’s characteristics (a composition effect). This counterfactual can be caste into any measure of mobility
and used to identify the portion of the measured mobility gap that is structural or compositional in nature.
To better understand intergenerational mobility in the U.S., we apply this method to a cohort of white males surveyed
in the 1979 NLSY and to multiple versions of intergenerational elasticity of income (IGE). We find an IGE of 0.43 with
the composition and structure effects each accounting for about half of this relationship. However, this simple mean
relationship hides large heterogeneity in effects across offspring’s conditional quantiles as well as large nonlinearities
across parental income levels. Quantile regressions reveal a U-shaped effect across quantiles (most pronounced in the
14This implicitly assumes that the conditional distribution of offsprings’ incomes on covariates (f(yc|x)) would remain in the
hypothetical ‘independent’ world. This would lead to the same unconditional mean. Without this implicit assumption we can
only discuss the shape of the nonparametric relationship and not its distance from the independent case.
15The large confidence intervals at the tail ends is not unexpected as nonparametric estimators already tend to have poor
performance on the edges, and we are seeing that behavior mixed with the uncertainty of our weights.
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lower quantiles) driven primarily by the composition effect. Nonparametric regressions of conditional mean offsprings
income on parental income levels reveal the composition effect is large at low levels of parental income but the
structure effect dominates at high levels of parental income.
While we focus our application on economic mobility, the method proposed here can be applied to any joint distribu-
tion where the relationship is believed to be due to differing levels of intermediate variables and differing returns to
them. Furthermore, while we focus on the mean regression and quantile and nonparametric versions of it, the method
can be applied to any function of joint distributions such as transition matrices, directional migration measures or
other correlation measures.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics - NLSY79 White Males
Variable Mean St. Dev
Parental income 33,678 18,079
Offspring income 16,317 11,215
Experience 12.8 3.5
Education 13.7 2.6
AFQT 0.51 0.93
Age 33.6 2.2
Rotter 8.4 2.3
Esteem 22.5 4.0
Perlin 22.6 3.0
Notes: Incomes are constant
1982-84 dollars. AFQT score is
a standardized measurement.
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Table 2: Decomposition of Traditional IGE and Quantile Regression IGEs for White Males in the NLSY79
Effect IGE 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th
Total 42.85 61.65 43.09 33.08 37.91 43.59
(3.92) (11.47) (5.34) (3.69) (4.1) (5.48)
Structure 21.94 28.16 22.31 20.74 20.22 12.28
(5.29) (10.68) (5.23) (3.83) (8.14) (13.68)
Composition 20.91 33.49 20.78 12.34 17.69 31.32
(5.57) (12.59) (5.92) (4.4) (7.96) (13.28)
Notes: Standard errors, based on 2,000 bootstraps, are in paren-
theses. Statistical significance is denoted by *** for the 1% level,
** for the 5% level, and * for the 10% level. All results are mul-
tiplied by 100 for readability.
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Figure 1: Nonparametric IGEs.
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Figure 2: Structure Effect.
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Figure 3: Composition Effect.
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